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Interview with Julie & 
Greg Lowe 
Julie Lowe is a faculty member, counselor 
and author at CCEF. Her husband Greg 
counsels at CCEF and works in hospice 
care. We recently spoke with Greg and 
Julie about Julie’s new book, “Child 
Proof: Parenting by Faith, not Formula”.  

Julie, will you tell us about your hopes 
for this book?  

Julie: I think one of the hard things about 
talking about family life is that we all tend 
to want tools and formulas. My concern is 
that people may hear good ideas and 
think, "This is what we must do." God’s 
love is personal and He knows what each 
of us needs. We are called to know God’s 
ways, the needs of our home, and wisely 
parent accordingly.  

I love traditions and I'm always gleaning 
creative ideas from other people. At 
h o m e w e u s e t a b l e t o p i c s f o r 
conversation, and we play a game called 
“agree or disagree,” and I’ve been 
surprised by how many people have 
loved these ideas when I talk about 
them. Not everybody needs to do this in 
their home; it is not a formula for 
successful relationship building. The 
principles behind it are and should be 
biblical: shepherding your children, 
walking along the way with them, and 
talking about life and the 
things of God. Although 
the book does offer 
creative ideas, I hope 
people see that what 
really makes any good 
idea work is always the 
b i b l i c a l p r i n c i p l e s 
underneath it. The goal 
is to encourage families 
to stop looking for an 
ideal, to do the hard 
w o r k o f b e c o m i n g 
experts at knowing the 
needs of their home, 
and apply wisdom.  

Who could benefit from this book 
besides parents?  

Julie:  Counselors, caretakers, extended 
family members; I've had grandparents 
say they're really interested in reading it 
because it’s so different from how they 
parented. Whether it’s my own kids or the 
people I minister to or my friends, I aim 
to say, "Lord, let me be an expert at 
knowing the person in front of me." We 
want to know individuals rather than 
thinking I know problems and I know 
people. And I hope what I equally 
emphasize is just being wise and knowing 
Scripture.  

Greg: Yes, I think many people could 
benefit because it embodies a worldview 
that includes a particular view on 
Scripture. In my opinion, the reason that 
you parent by faith and not formula is 
because the Bible isn’t a book to just pull 
rules of parenting out of, because it's not 
a book about parenting. It's a book 
about the Creator and his creation. How 
the creation's gone wrong and what 
God's doing to make all things new. And 
parenting and families fall underneath 
that larger umbrella. And this really 
pushes you into reliance on the Holy 
Spirit for wisdom. You don’t need a 
formulaic approach. You need to have 
the mind of Christ formed within you. 
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Reaching a New Generation 

New Book from Julie 
Lowe 
As a freedom-over-formula parenting 
book for moms, dads, and caregivers of 
all ages,  Child Proof  provides biblical 
insight and encouragement for readers 
who want to parent by faith.  

Every family is unique, which is why 
Child Proof explores the need for 
parents to cultivate personal and 
intimate care for their children as 
modeled in God’s individual, personal, 
and fatherly care for his children. This 
child-rearing book lays a foundation of 
parenting by faith and progresses by 
teaching readers how they can know 
their children well and raise them 
accordingly.  

By establishing a mindset rather than a 
model or a step-by-step “how to” 
approach to parenting, Child Proof 
empowers readers to come up with 
their own blueprint for their families 
through a biblical framework.  

For more information about this book, 
visit ccef.org/resources. 
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How has parenting surprised you or 
been different from your expectations?  

Julie: I’ve been surprised by how 
exhausting parenting can be, especially 
when you want to understand your 
children well. They each have different 
needs, temptations, giftings to be 
encouraged, and struggles to walk 
alongside.  Having a child who you have 
to be really specific and firm with, one 
who processes more slowly, one who 
talks your ear off and enjoys debate for 
the sake of debate – always asking, “Is 
this a heart issue? Is this disobedience or 
is it them enjoying how they naturally 
process and engage?” So with one child 
I’m trying to drag out a conversation, and 
another I’m trying to temper and remind 
them that not everybody enjoys having 
this conversation. Your brain sometimes 
hurts at the end of the day because you 
are trying to engage them all well, but 
their struggles and needs are each 
unique.  

Greg: I’ve realized that as a parent you 
really have to think of what’s best for your 
family, both as a parent and a husband. 
It’s acquiring wisdom based on what God 
says is right and good. You learn to let go 
of the things that are less good in God’s 
economy. My tendency is to try to control 
the moment and make the problems go 
away. And that’s not the better way, even 

though it’s an easier way to get life to go 
smoothly through transit ions and 
schedules. It’s very anti-relationship. I 
need to observe my own emotions and 
desires in the moment. To ask a question 
instead of giving a lecture. That’s hard. I 
fail in this all the time. But to not give in 
to anger, to say the more helpful thing, it 
pushes you into reliance and relationship 
with God.  

Thank you both for taking the time to 
share these things with us. In closing, 
how can we pray for you and your 
family?  

Julie: You can pray that we live out the 
things we're talking about.  To love well 
requires a lot more time and effort than 
just trying to punch in the formula. All of 
our kids have different needs. The 
majority of them are teenagers now, 
which enters into a whole new stage of 
discipling well. And pray for the busyness 
of writing another book. Pray for the 
wisdom to know what we can and can’t 
commit to.  

Greg: I would say pray that we would 
have the ongoing discipline to be 
pursuing truth, being wise, reading the 
Scriptures. So that we can deny 
ourselves, love each other well, pursue 
each other and be present for each other.  
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Reflections from the  
National Conference 

“My relationship with CCEF began many 
years ago when I was a wife and mother 
of young children in the early 90s.  

I loved the glorious truths of the Christian 
faith, but those truths were not really 
connecting to my own every day personal 
struggles. As the Lord began to touch my 
life through the ministry of CCEF, I learned 
it was not my circumstances or people 
that were the problem, but the issue was 
me and my own disordered heart. I began 
to see how the Word of God searches my 
heart and understands every motive and 
deed. The mercies of Jesus connect to all 
my sins and sorrows. What an incredible 
awakening that was! I had been a 
Christian for almost twenty years, and it 
was as if everything was new.

This began a journey where I have been 
involved with CCEF for over twenty five 
years. As I reflect on those early years in 
my own family, I now see the fruit in my 
adult children intentionally walking with 
Christ and loving people. This is some of 
the sweetest fruit of the ministry of CCEF 
in my life.

One reason my family and I give to CCEF, 
and why I enjoy serving with my time and 
gifts, is because I love this ministry. I know 
the integrity of the faculty and staff.  They 
love f rom a pure hear t , a good 
conscience, and a sincere faith, simply 
doing ministry together as Christians. 
When things go wrong, they own up, 
repent, forgive and believe again. It is a 
beautiful thing to see. 

CCEF depends very much on our support, 
both through prayer and financial giving.  
Many of you support the ministry and I 
thank you from the bottom of my heart!  It 
is how God has sustained CCEF for fifty 
years. For those of you who have not yet 
connected to the ministry, will you 
prayerfully consider giving? You will be 
joining us in the Lord's work of developing 
counseling ministries faithful to Christ and 
his Scripture for the next fifty years.  Thank 
you! To God alone be the glory!”

Barbara Aills, Board Member 

Good News for Little Hearts 

Introducing a new genre to a new generation–illustrated children’s books!                      
CCEF has partnered with New Growth Press to take popular mini-books and craft the first 

three (of many!) into beautifully designed hardback children’s books. Zoe the Mouse 
struggles with anxiety, Buster the Bunny faces failure, and Jax the Squirrel battles anger. 

Available  now at ccef.org/resources.
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